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James Bond played by a young Pierce Brosnan, the second of his four Bond films drove an E38
generation 7-series that had a nifty remote cell-phone controlled driving apparatus, something
that was Hollywood imagineering in , but the car was actually controlled by a rear seat mounted
steering wheel and a prone hidden stunt driver. Tip from Rock On! Full Remus Exhaust, Brembo
brakes, Bilstein Suspension, brand new control arms, alignment, rear tires, and valve cover
gaskets. See a better way to drive something fast? But why? I see no problem with that!! I
dislike change and feel acute loss when I get rid of things, as you have experienced firsthand.
The amount of work in this car seems like something done to meet personal preferences, but I
suppose it could be just a building exercise like putting together a Lego Millennium Falcon.
Expensive hobby. I had a Remus exhaust on my E It had a nice raspy sound. I wish I would have
held onto that car. Please log in again. The login page will open in a new tab. After logging in
you can close it and return to this page. February 8, Log in to Reply. I note a distinct lack of
aluminum plumbing underneath the hood. Hard pass. Close dialog. Session expired Please log
in again. The 7 Series is BMW's flagship car and is only available in a sedan bodystyle including
long wheelbase and limousine models. It traditionally introduces technologies and exterior
design themes before they trickle down to other models in BMW's lineup. The first generation of
the 7 Series was powered by straight-6 petrol engines, and following generations have been
powered by inline-4 , straight-6 , V8 and V12 engines with both natural aspiration and
turbocharging. Since , diesel engines have been optional in the 7 Series. However, in an "M
Performance" option became available for the 7 Series. The Alpina B7 serves as the only
high-performance variant of the 7 Series. The E23 is the first generation 7 Series, and was
produced from to It was built in a 4-door sedan body style with 6-cylinder engines, to replace
the E3 sedans. From to , a turbocharged 6-cylinder engine was available. The E23 introduced
many electronic features for the first time in a BMW, including an on-board computer, service
interval indicator, a "check control panel" warning lights to indicate system faults to the driver ,
a dictaphone and complex climate control systems. It was also the first BMW to offer an
anti-lock braking system ABS , a driver's airbag and double-link front suspension. The E32 is
the second generation of 7 Series, which was produced from to It was initially available with a
straight-six or V12 engine , the latter being Germany's first in a passenger car since World War
II. In , V8 engines became available. The E32 introduced the following features for the first time
in a BMW: Electronic Damper Control, [3] V12 and V8 engines, double glazing, the CAN bus
electronic protocol, [4] Xenon headlamps, [5] traction control [6] and dual-zone climate control.
The E38 is the third generation of the 7 Series, which was produced from to The model range
consisted of standard length and long wheelbase "iL" models sedans. The petrol engines
available consisted of straight-six , V8 and V12 engines. The E38 was the first 7 Series to be
available with a diesel engine ; initially a turbocharged straight-six, which was joined by a
twin-turbocharged V8 in The E38 was the first car available with curtain airbags. It was also the
first European car to offer satellite navigation [9] and the first BMW to offer an in-built television.
The model range consisted of standard length and long wheelbase "Li" models sedans. The i
model was the world's first production V12 engine to use direct injection. The F01 was the first
BMW to be available with a hybrid drivetrain "ActiveHybrid 7" , an 8-speed automatic
transmission and a turbocharged V12 engine. It was also the first 7 Series to be available with a
turbocharged petrol engine and all-wheel drive xDrive. G11 is the codename for the
short-wheelbase model, the extended wheelbase model is codenamed G12 and designated with
an additional L letter. As part of BMW's strategy of introducing plug-in hybrid variants for all
future car models, [14] both, the short and long-wheelbase models will be available with hybrid
powertrains under the designations e and Le in Sales of hybrid-powered 7 Series models in the
United States are as follows: [43] [44] [45] [46] [47]. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This
article is about the BMW automobile series. For other uses, see 7 Series. Motor vehicle.
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an attractive evolution in design language of the prior E32 generation. The new 7 was available
with straight-six , V8 and V12 petrol and straight-six and V8 diesel engines. In , the E38 was
replaced by the E65 7 Series. The E38 was the first car available with curtain airbags. It was also
the first European car to offer satellite navigation [1] and the first BMW to offer an in-built
television. The E38 was the first 7 Series to be available with a diesel engine. In early ,
development began on the third generation of the 7 Series. Wolfgang Reitzle , when Boyke
Boyer's concept design was chosen and further refined into production form. In February , the
final production design for the new 7 Series was approved by the board 36 months ahead of
scheduled start of production for February 17, Production started on July 23, on pilot
production models and US specification variants on January 13, , with series production
commencing in April for June domestic German launch with the i and i. The i production began
in November , in advance of its January launch. Side tubular airbags called "Head Protection
System" were fitted as standard equipment. Other equipment includes Electronic Damper
Control called EDC III , power moonroof, rain-sensing wipers, dual zone climate control , electric
drivers seat adjustment and electric steering wheel adjustment. Double glazed windows were
available called "dual pane glass". The delamination occurred with the Protection SA option
only, not with normal SA dual pane windows. The Sport Package included a sport steering
wheel, sports seats, sports suspension, "shadowline" exterior trim and unique wood trim for the
interior. The in-car entertainment radio, audio system, satellite navigation, television and
communications systems are part of an automotive communication system called I-bus. A
"multi-function" steering wheel, with controls for the audio, phone, cruise control and air
recirculation, [25] was standard equipment. A 5-speed ZF 5HP automatic transmission was
available on all models. From to , BMW sold an extended wheelbase limousine model called the
L7. The armoured "Protection Line" vehicles were built from to and were based on the iL and iL
models. The production of the hydrogen engine was integrated into the regular engine
production at the Dingolfing plant. It differs from the conventional petrol engine essentially only
in regards to the intake tract with additional injection valves for hydrogen. This is not used as a
drive unit, but as an auxiliary power unit APU for power supply to the electrical system. During
the Expo in Hanover the vehicles were used as shuttles. The models for sale in the North
America were the i, iL and iL, and production began in the second half of The iL was BMW's
flagship vehicle , [ citation needed ] with a 5. A long-wheelbase variant was available for all
petrol models. The E38 facelift also known as Life-Cycle Impulse models were introduced in the
model year produced from September The major changes are:. Even though it was the only
featured car in the series to be replaced the following year, the E38 i featured in the BMW Film
Ambush which was released in fall In the 18th James Bond feature film Tomorrow Never Dies ,
the sixteen E38 cars used during production were modified so they could be driven from the
backseat, making it appear that Bond actor Pierce Brosnan was controlling the car using his
mobile phone. BMW received the rights to use movie clips from the film in its multimillion-dollar
campaign, and during the holiday season they offered a special promotion that included the RC
with the purchase of the iL. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Petrol : 2.
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stunt driver. Tip from Rock On! Full Remus Exhaust, Brembo brakes, Bilstein Suspension,
brand new control arms, alignment, rear tires, and valve cover gaskets. See a better way to drive
something fast? But why? I see no problem with that!! I dislike change and feel acute loss when
I get rid of things, as you have experienced firsthand. The amount of work in this car seems like
something done to meet personal preferences, but I suppose it could be just a building exercise
like putting together a Lego Millennium Falcon. Expensive hobby. I had a Remus exhaust on my
E It had a nice raspy sound. I wish I would have held onto that car. Please log in again. The login
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